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The 528Revolution platform and social media metrics is incredibly exciting, wonderful, and far reaching as a peace 
and healing movement not seen since the advent of Christianity in the Western World. 

This seemingly outrageous claim is legitimized by two truths: 

 1) Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz’s research and revelations simply evidence the science of LOVE in how the 
universe is actually put together and maintained musically and mathematically in harmony. This multi-disciplinary 
discovery underlies and defines science (including physics, metaphysics, mathematics, music, and even genetics and 
biological science) from the understanding that pure LOVE is actually a frequency of musical resonance--that is, 
“LOVE/528.” This monumental discovery simply and irrefutably establishes 528nm of light (the color of green grass 
and chlorophyll that issues life-sustaining Oxygen) as extraordinary healing, sustaining, and rejuvenating; and it links 
to 528Hz frequency of sound (evidenced as being the sound of “pure tone LOVE” by substantial material evidence 
derived from the fields of science, acoustics, cymatics, mathematics, sacred geometrics, and organic chemistry and ar-
chitecture) can and will ultimately transform geopolitics and economics worldwide, shattering “dissonant” paradigms 
and producing world peace, sustainability, and optimal productivity; and

 2) Music is the “Universal Language” and “You are the music of LOVE!” asserts Dr. Horowitz with solid sci-
ence to back this claim. And since LOVE is the “Universal Healer,” Dr. Horowitz has pioneered an exploding revolu-
tion in natural healing, recording artistry, and the entertainment industry now increasingly broadcasting medicinal 
music impacting peoples hearts, health, and quality of life worldwide.

This blossoming cross-cultural revolution is, therefore, the best news (i.e., “modern gospel”) since science emerged 
from Aristotle’s book called Physics, derived from the word “philos,” which means LOVE; Jesus’s “Way” today called 
“Christianity;” and Rumi’s philosophy that advocates positive reasoning, goodness, charity and awareness through 
LOVE. 

In essence, in 1998, Dr. Horowitz revealed the ancient original Solfeggio frequencies and musical scale in his book 
Healing Codes for the Biological Apocalypse; in 2012 he expanded his discoveries heralding “The Perfect Circle of 
Sound (TM)” applied in universal construction in The Book of 528: Prosperity Key of LOVE; in 2013, he produced 
the documentary DVD The 528 Key Movie, and in 2014, he presented a “Natural Cure for Global Warming,” all of 
which is overtaking the worlds of science, music, healing, and religion by reasoned persuasion. These applications of 
“natural harmonics” are impacting every field, appealing to nearly everyone, people of all sects and creeds.  

Consequently, the social media metrics is VAST, UNPRECEDENTED, and EXPONENTIALLY EXPANDING, and 
you have a “ground floor opportunity” and invitation to engage this wonderful revolution in service, consciousness 
and commerce now, early, as a simple Google Search on “528 love frequency” will show hundreds of thousands of 
“hits,” not billions as will undoubtedly unfold.

For more information on 528, go to 528Revolution.com. To transpose your favorite music into 528 frequency for your 
personal healing and de-stressing go to 528Records.com; and to enjoy 528 frequency music now, go to 528Radio.com.

Dr. Horowitz may be contacted for interviews at: editor@medicalveritas.org.

 


